dramatic

The Alternative to Ordinary Create with Blacklight Paints

Visit modernmasters.com
To find product and purchase information on our
Metallic Paints, Architectural Textures,
Front Door Paint, Theme Paint, Blacklight Paints,
Glazes, Varnishes and Crackles.

G ET I NSPI RED!
Creating dramatic visual effects with Luminescent
Paints has never been easier! A variety of
Fluorescent, Invisible Fluorescent and Invisible
Clear Fluorescent Colors are available. We also
offer the only “true white” under both visible light
and UV blacklight.

PERFECT FOR:
Entertainment Venues • Theme Park Dark Rides •
Casino & Night Clubs • Hospitality • Film •
Blacklight Golf • Blacklight Bowling

See instructional videos on the
Modern Masters YouTube Channel
Get creative ideas on our blog at
ModernMastersCafe.com
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The First Choice in Luminescent Paints
Modern Masters uses proprietary, ultra-violet technologies to create Wildfire Luminescent Paints.
These paints are water base, easy to apply, color balanced and specifically formulated under UV
blacklight for maximum brightness. Since 1989, industry professionals have relied on Wildfire
products to create dramatic blacklight visual effects for film, television, theme parks, night clubs
and entertainment venues. When quality is a necessary ingredient in your project, you can count
on Modern Masters’ Wildfire paints to deliver. To find a dealer near you and to obtain product
information and specifications, go to: modernmasters.com
Visible
Fluorescent
Paint

Invisible
Fluorescent Paint

These paints only show their
color under UV blacklight.
Under visible light these
paints appear white, then
when UV blacklight is applied
they change to a brilliant
color. Blue, Red, Orange, Yellow and Green are available. These
paints cannot be mixed effectively to create custom colors, but
subtle shade differences can be achieved. Available in 6 ounce,
pint, quart and gallon container sizes.

Under visible light
each color is distinct
and bright, and while
under UV blacklight
the
colors
glow
brilliantly, without changing color. This palette includes
Wildfire’s Optical White, the industries only true “white”
under both visible light and UV blacklight. Wildfire paints
are water base and made with 100% acrylic binders. They
are inter-mixable for a wide variety of fluorescent colors
including earth tones and skin tones. Wildfire paints are
easily mixed with non-fluorescent paints such as JWR
Artist’s Acrylics or Theme Paint for creating custom
colors and shades. Available in 6 ounce, pint, quart and
gallon container sizes.

Phosphorescent Paint

Wildfire Protective Matte Sealer (998)

This water base, glow-in-the-dark paint is
only available in an eerie Glow Green color.
Available in 6 ounce, pint, quart and gallon
container sizes.

Visible Light

This water base protective sealer is “dead flat” and totally
invisible when applied over Wildfire fluorescent and
phosphorescent paints. It contains a unique UV inhibitor
that protects the paint while still allowing it to reach its
full fluorescent potential under UV blacklight. Available in
6 ounce, pint, quart and gallon container sizes.

Blacklight

Visible Light

Invisible Clear Color

Wildfire Color Card

Modern Masters’ latest breakthrough
in fluorescent coatings technology is
Invisible Clear Color, a unique addition
to the Wildfire family of brilliant,
color balanced, UV activated paints.
Invisible Clear Color, when applied
under normal lighting conditions, over
any previously painted surface, appears to be a typical, low
sheen, protective clear top coat. But, when UV blacklight is
applied Wildfire Invisible Clear Color comes to life with the
maximum color brilliance you’ve come to expect from Wildfire!
Red, White, Blue, Yellow, Green and Black are available as
well as the Invisible Clear Color “Sheen Leveler”. These
paints cannot be mixed effectively to create custom colors,
but subtle shade differences can be achieved. Available in
4 ounce, quart and gallon container sizes.

It is impossible to replicate
the vivid fluorescent effects of
Wildfire paints in print. To fully
appreciate the full range of
colors in visible and invisible
paint or invisible clear colors,
you need to view the actual
product under a blacklight. It’s
easy to order a Wildfire Color
Card, just call 1-800-942-3166
and we’ll send you one.

Invisible Clear Color Sheen Leveler (307)

For use over invisible clear colors only. Images created with
Invisible Clear Colors may still be detected in visible light due
to variations in the sheen. For example, a stenciled image
over a dead flat surface. To eliminate the visible variation in
sheen apply 1 or 2 coats of “Sheen Leveler” over the painted
image and the surrounding area. Available in 4 ounce, quart
and gallon container sizes.

Blacklight

Available from Wildfire
Lighting and Visual Effects

Spectacular UV lighting effects that “reach
out and grab you” are the hallmark of
the Wildfire brand of products. With the industries largest
selection of high-quality blacklights, you are assured to find
the right fixtures and accessories for your project. For lighting
information, visit wildfirefx.com or call (800) 937-8065 for
customer service or technical assistance.

Visible Light

Blacklight

